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Dear Bridge Enthusiast,
In case you have not heard, due to Covid, ACBL has had to cancel all tourneys for the remainder of 2020.
Bridge at Larry Cohen has followed their lead and cancelled all of Larry's and Michael's in-person
seminars and cruises through the end of 2020. Who knew bridge was such a contact sport.
In the meantime, Larry has some very strong feelings on where bridge players should spend their time
learning. To watch his 90 second video titled Larry for the Defense click here.

eLesson #1 (of 3)
UPDATED! Larry's Quizzes- Find the Error
It's much more fun to find the error when you (or partner) weren't the ones making the
mistake. Can you see where these partnerships went wrong in their bidding?
QUIZ

eLesson #2 (of 3)
NEW! MB Article- Disappearing Tricks
In this article, Michael discusses how bridge tricks are like magic tricks: a trick for the
defense may seem to disappear, but it often comes back with interest.
ARTICLE

eLesson #3 (of 3)
Bid with Larry! Hand #1090
In this deal, you must guess how high to go when partner doubles a preempt and what
gives you the best chance to find your fit.
BID

SERIES - PRACTICAL BIDDING
June 26: Stayman and Beyond
July 10: Takeout doubles, Responses to
Takeout Doubles, and the "Big Double"
July 17: Keycard Blackwood and followups
July 24: New Minor Forcing

NEW SERIES - DEFENSE
June 25: Receiving Signals
July 9: Interpreting Partner's 3rd Hand Play
July 16: Discarding Strategy
July 23: Interpreting the Dummy

REGISTER $15

REGISTER $10

pre-arranged hands/lesson deals to
analyze
bridge theory, strategies, and lots of
instructional info/tips you can only
get from the pros
90 minutes
extended Q&A
watch live or later

missed signing up for one of the 2/1
webinars? that's OK it's in the store
can't get enough easy bridge
learning? that's OK it's in the store
take it from Nancy G. "these
webinars are a windfall!"
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